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1. The melody consisted of quarter notes only. (Every note falls on a beat.) 
2. You wanted to give the notes in the melody weight (fullness, strength), which 

would be the case if the melody were an important musical statement you wanted 
to give some emphasis to.  

3. The melody was a bass line, and you wanted it to sound big and full.  
 
Use the technique exercises in the technique chapters to train your alternate picking skills 
and consistency.  
 

46) Tapping. 
 
Tapping is the technique where you produce notes by hammering (tapping) on the strings 
with a finger of your picking hand. In tapping solos, the fretting hand usually produces 
notes with a series of hammer-ons and pull-offs while the picking hand taps the notes 
higher up the string.  
 
The guitarist who usually comes to mind in lessons about tapping is Eddie Van Halen.  
Eddie wasn’t the first guitarist to use the technique, but we associate tapping with him 
because he made it such an integral part of this high-octane soloing style, using it in really 
well-written rock songs with vocals, which usually have a wider audience appeal than 
instrumental guitar music.  
 
Here are some examples: 
 

• Eddie Van Halen: “Eruption,” “Beat It” solo (Michael Jackson)  
• Joe Satriani: “Satch Boogie” 
• Greg Howe: “Unlocked” (intro) 
• Steve Vai: “Greasy Kid’s Stuff” (2:10) 

 
Then there are the guitarists who push this technique to the maximum, using what is called 
eight-finger tapping or two-handed playing. Some of those guitarists who use all four 
fingers of both hands are Jeff Watson (Night Ranger), Steve Lynch (Autograph), Joel 
Hoekstra, Don Lappin, Stanley Jordan, and Jennifer Batten.  
Here are some examples to check out:  
 

• Jeff Watson: “Mountain Cathedral” 
• Steve Lynch: “Hammerhead” 
• Jennifer Batten: “Flight of the Bumblebee” 
• Stanley Jordan. Stanley taps everything. Check out his renditions of “Eleanor Rigby” 

or “Autumn Leaves.”  
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Joe Satriani also uses tapping in compositional ways. Check out “The Forgotten (Part 1),” 
“Midnight,” and “A Day at the Beach” to hear songs entirely played using the tapping 
technique.  

 
47) Use one-note tapping. 

 
Other than playing extended soloing sections with tapping, you can also use the technique 
to just play one note in a melodic phrase.  
 
Some of the reasons why you would want to do this: 

 
• When you run out of fretting hand fingers in fast shredding lines on one string.  
• To play a note that is out of reach higher up the string.  
• As an effect. A note that is tapped has a different sound and feel than notes that are 

played the more conventional ways with the fretting hand.  
• As a performance thing, because it visually looks cool. As an example, Joe Satriani 

oftentimes taps the ending A bass note in “Tears in the Rain” when he performs 
the song live. He could simply hit an open A string instead, but that doesn’t look as 
cool live.  
 

You can hear an example of one-note tapping used to great effect in Steve Vai’s “The 
Attitude Song” at 0:17. Steve bends a note, then taps higher up that string and releases the 
bend with his tapping finger still on that higher note. Jennifer Batten oftentimes uses that 
technique too of tapping into bends. Shredders very often tap a single note that is out of 
reach higher up that string in their fast, legato lines.  

 
48) Finger pick solos. 

 
It might seem silly this made the list, but if you’ve never soloed while finger picking the 
notes, you should really try it out. You will find out that you will solo differently. You will 
play different types of phrases, and will like the really cool sound you get when soloing 
with just fingers. Getting into finger picking techniques here would be beyond the scope of 
this book. The gist of it is that you want to experiment and find what works for you.  
 
What works for me, and I think this is also the finger picking technique that most guitar 
players adhere to for soloing, is to work in two-string sections with thumb and 
index/middle fingers. For instance, when soloing on the D and G strings, my thumb plays 
the notes on the D string and my index and middle fingers the G string notes. When 
changing strings, I move my thumb and fingers down to the next string set.  

 
49) Use hybrid picking. 

 


